
Mathematis 133 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 1Prealulus Review ProblemsAugust 31, 2005The following problems will not be olleted or graded. They are similar to questions onthe �rst diagnosti quiz to be given in lass on Friday, September 2.1. Find all values of x that satisfy the given inequality or inequalities:a) �4x � 20b) x+ 1 > 4, or x+ 2 < �1) x+ 3 > 1 and x� 2 < 12. a) Rewrite using positive exponents only: x�1=3x1=2b) Simplify: (x2y�3)(x�5y3)) Simplify: � x3�27y�6��2=3d) Simplify: �x�3y�2 �2 � yx�43. A salesperson's monthly ommission is 15% on all sales over $12000. If the goal is tomake a ommission of at least $3000 per month, what monthly sales �gure should heor she attain?4. The diameter x in inhes of a bath of ball bearings manufatured by PAR Mfg.satis�es the inequality jx� :1j � :001. What are the largest and smallest diameters aball bearing in the bath an have?5. Perform the indiated operations and simplify:a) x� (2x� (�x� (1� x)))b) 2(t+pt)2 � 2t2) (2x2 � 1)(x)� x2(x+ 2)d) 5x2(3x+ 1)4(6x) + (3x+ 1)5(2x)6. Fator out the greatest ommon fator:a) 7a4 � 42a2b2 + 49a3bb) xe�2x � x3e�x7. Fator:a. 9x2 � 16y4b. 3x2 � 6x� 24. 6a+ 3b� 4ad� 2bd 1



8. Solve for x:a. x2 + x� 12 = 0b. 4x3 + 2x2 � 2x = 0. 8x2 � 8x� 3 = 09. Simplify:a. 2a2 � 2b2b� a � 4a+ 4ba2 + 2ab+ b2b. 583(3 + t2) + 13. 2x2x� 1 � 3x2x+ 5d. 1 + 1x1� 1x2e. 2x(x+ 1)�1=2 � (x+ 1)1=2x210. a. On a set of oordinate axes, plot the points P = (1; 3) and Q = (4; 7). Determinethe distane d(P;Q) between them.b. What is the Cartesian equation of the irle with enter (h; k) = (4; 2) and radiusr = 6.. The equation x2 + y2 + x� 6y = 0 de�nes a irle in the plane. Find its enterand radius.d. Do the points (3; 4); (�3; 7); (�6; 1); (0;�2) form the verties of a square in theplane? Why or why not?
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